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(57) Abstract: A box for packaging, the box including an aperture for packing or unpacking the box and one or more securing panels adapted to operatively secure the aperture closed using adhesive tape. The box also includes a wall panel, wherein a flap of the wall panel is configured to hingeably open to thereby assist in removing the adhesive tape from the one or more securing panels.
A BOX FOR PACKAGING

Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a box for packaging and to methods of removing adhesive tape from the box.

Background of the Invention
The reference in this specification to any prior publication (or information derived from it), or to any matter which is known, is not, and should not be taken as an acknowledgment or admission or any form of suggestion that that prior publication (or information derived from it) or known matter forms part of the common general knowledge in the field of endeavour to which this specification relates.

Boxes for packaging typically include an aperture for inserting and removing goods, and one or more panels that may be secured over the aperture using adhesive tape. When removing goods from such boxes, the adhesive tape is usually cut using a knife to allow the panels to be opened, thereby providing access to the box. This results in delays due to time wasted in searching for a knife, risk of injury due to accidental cuts from using the knife, and potential damage to the packaged goods if the knife is inserted too deeply into the adhesive tape. Attempts at opening the box without a knife can be frustrating, time consuming and is often not possible. Furthermore, if the box is to be recycled the adhesive tape must first be removed, adding further operating costs to the recycling process.

Japanese Application No. 080833 10 describes a box with an easily breakable auxiliary flap surrounded by perforations. When adhesive tape is applied to the box, it is stuck to the auxiliary flap. Separation of the auxiliary flap from the box by use of the perforations results in the end of the adhesive tape being removed together with the auxiliary flap. The adhesive tape is then peeled off by pulling the auxiliary flap. However, removal of the adhesive tape results in a hole in the side of the box, which makes the box unsuitable for reuse.
US Application No. 11/233,502 describes a box with at least one perforated access panel in at least one end portion of a corrugated packaging box. The panel includes a punch-in section and a tear-away section. A length of tape is applied to seal the box, and an end of the tape resides at least partially over the tear-away section. By pushing in the punch-in section the tear-away section becomes accessible. If an individual pulls on the tear-away section, both the tear-away section and the tape are torn from the box. However, in removing the tape the punch-in section and tear-away section are also removed from the box. This leaves a hole in the side of the box, making it unsuitable for reuse.

Accordingly, there is a need to provide a box for packaging which allows removal of the adhesive tape used to seal the box, and which is suitable for reuse.

**Summary of the Invention**

In a first broad form, the present invention seeks to provide a box for packaging, the box including:

(i) an aperture for packing or unpacking the box;
(ii) one or more securing panels adapted to operatively secure the aperture closed using adhesive tape; and
(iii) a wall panel, wherein a flap of the wall panel is configured to hingeably open to thereby assist in removing the adhesive tape from the one or more securing panels.

Typically, the wall panel includes a perforated region that is configured to divide when hingeably opening the flap of the wall panel.

Typically, the perforated region is configured to divide along a curved line.

Typically, the wall panel includes two flaps that are configured to hingeably open, wherein the two flaps share a perforated region that is configured to divide when opening the two flaps.

Typically, the two flaps are configured to hingeably open parallel to each other.
Typically, the wall panel includes three perforated regions that are configured to each divide when hingeably opening the two flaps, wherein two of the perforated regions are configured to divide along a curved line and one of the perforated regions is configured to divide along a substantially straight line.

Typically, the box includes two wall panels which each include at least one flap that is configured to hingeably open.

Typically, the box includes two apertures for packing or unpacking the box and at least two securing panels adapted to operatively secure each aperture closed using adhesive tape, and wherein at least one wall panel includes at least two flaps that are configured to hingeably open to thereby assist in removing the adhesive tape from the at least two securing panels.

Typically, the box includes two apertures for packing or unpacking the box and at least two securing panels adapted to operatively secure each aperture closed using adhesive tape, and wherein at least two wall panels each include at least one flap that is configured to hingeably open to thereby assist in removing the adhesive tape from the at least two securing panels.

Typically, the box further includes adhesive tape, wherein the adhesive tape is in contact with at least one securing panel to secure at least one aperture closed.

Typically, the adhesive tape traverses at least one of the flaps of the wall panel that is configured to hingeably open.

Typically, the box is formed from cellulosic material.

Typically, the box is formed from cardboard.

In a second broad form, the present invention seeks to provide a method of removing
adhesive tape from a box according to the first broad form of the present invention, wherein the box includes adhesive tape which is in contact with at least one securing panel to secure at least one aperture closed, and wherein the adhesive tape at least partially traverses a flap of the wall panel that is configured to hingeably open, wherein the method includes:

(i) hingeably opening the flap of the wall panel, thereby at least partially separating the adhesive tape from the wall panel;
(ii) grasping the at least partially separated adhesive tape; and
(iii) pulling the grasped adhesive tape, thereby removing the adhesive tape from the box.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**
An example of the present invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a plan view of a die cut of a first example box for packaging;
Figure 2 is a plan view of a die cut of a second example box for packaging;
Figure 3 is a plan view of a die cut of a third example box for packaging;
Figure 4 is a plan view of a die cut of a fourth example box for packaging;
Figure 5 is a plan view of a die cut of a fifth example box for packaging;
Figure 6 is a plan view of a die cut of a sixth example box for packaging;
Figure 7 is a perspective view of the first example box for packaging, when assembled;
Figure 8 is a perspective view of the first example box for packaging, when assembled and to which adhesive tape is affixed to the securing panels to secure the aperture closed;
Figure 9 is a perspective view of the fifth example box for packaging, when assembled and to which adhesive tape is affixed to the securing panels to secure the aperture closed;
Figure 10 is a perspective view of a seventh example box for packaging, to which adhesive tape is affixed to the securing panels to secure the aperture closed; and
Figure 11 is a perspective view of an eighth example box for packaging, to which adhesive tape is affixed to a single securing panel to secure the aperture closed.

**Detailed Description of the Preferred Examples**
Examples of a box for packaging will now be described with reference to Figures 1 to 11.
The box (1) for packaging includes a number of wall panels arranged to provide an aperture (2) for packing or unpacking the box (1). One or more securing panels (4) are typically coupled to the wall panels to operatively secure the aperture (2) closed using adhesive tape (10). At least one of the wall panels (6) has a flap (8) that is configured to hingeably open to thereby assist in removing the adhesive tape (10) from the one or more securing panels (4).

When sealing the box (1), the one or more securing panels (4) are folded so that they close the aperture (2). Following this, adhesive tape (10) is applied so that the tape at least partially traverses the flap (8), and contacts the one or more securing panels (4) to secure the aperture (2) closed. When the user wishes to open the box (1), the flap (8) is hingeably opened, for example by applying a force to the flap (8) thereby pushing the flap (8) into the box (1), which at least partially separates the adhesive tape (10) at this location. This allows the adhesive tape (10) to be grasped by the user and then pulled, thereby removing the adhesive tape (10) from the flap and hence the box (1), whilst leaving the flap attached to the box (1). If after this initial use the user wishes to reuse the box (1), the flap (8) may be pushed back into alignment with the wall panel (6), so that the box (1) may be fully resealed and reused.

Further example features will now be described in further detail.

Figures 1 to 6 represent six example die cuts of a box (1) for packaging. Boxes may be assembled from the die cut by joining end panel (12) with the end of a wall panel (14), thereby forming a rectangle. For example, adhesives or staples may be used to join the end panel (12) with the end of the wall panel (14), although any other suitable joining method may be used.

The box (1) may be in a flattened form, as shown in Figure 1 to 6, or may be fully or partially assembled, as shown in Figure 7 to 11.
The aperture (2) is an opening in the box (1), through which goods may be packed or unpacked. For example, when boxes are assembled from any of the six example die cuts shown in Figures 1 to 6, two apertures (2) are formed. The aperture (2) may be of any suitable shape, such as rectangular (as in Figures 1 to 7), square, circular, or oval. The example box (1) illustrated in Figure 10 has a circular aperture that has been secured with two securing panels (4).

The box (1) also includes one or more securing panels (4) adapted to operatively secure the aperture (2) closed using adhesive tape (10). The securing panels (4) are configured to close the aperture (2) when folded into position. Contacting the adhesive tape (10) with the securing panels (4) then secures the aperture (2) closed. The aperture (2) may be secured closed using only one securing panel (4), as illustrated in Figure 11. Alternatively, two securing panels (4) may be used to secure the aperture (2) closed, as illustrated in Figures 1 to 10. More than two securing panels (4) may also be used.

The box (1) also includes one or more wall panels (6). The example illustrated in Figure 10 includes a single cylindrical wall panel. On the other hand, four wall panels (6) are present in the examples illustrated in Figures 1 to 9 and 11. However, boxes of other shapes may have any number of wall panels (6).

At least one of the wall panels (6) includes a flap (8) which is configured to hingeably open. As used herein, the term "flap" applies to any hingeable portion, which is typically integrally formed as part of a wall panel (6). The term "hingeably open" applies to any arrangement in which the flap is able to fold or otherwise move out of alignment with the wall panel (6), for example through deformation of part of the wall panel (6). In one example, the flap (8) may hingeably open along a seam or fold in the wall panel (6).

In various examples, the box (1) may include one wall panel (6) with at least one flap (8), two wall panels (6) with at least one flap (8), or three or four wall panels (6) with at least one flap (8). The examples illustrated in Figures 1 to 5 all include two wall panels (6) with at least one flap (8). However, and as illustrated in Figure 6, all of the wall panels (6) may include at least one flap (8). In the example illustrated in Figure 6, it is intended for a first
length of adhesive tape (10) to be applied along the join formed between the securing panels (4) when they are folded to close the aperture (2), as well as a second length of adhesive tape (10) to be applied perpendicular to this join.

In a further example, the box (1) may be configured so that the adhesive tape (10) is not to be applied along a join formed between two or more securing panels (4) when they are folded to close the aperture (2). Instead the box (1) may be configured so that a length of adhesive tape (10) is to be applied, for example, perpendicular to the join.

In one example, the wall panel (6) includes a perforated region (16) that is configured to divide when hingeably opening the flap (8) of the wall panel (6). Dividing the perforated region (16) allows the flap (8) to be hingeably opened. However, in other examples at least some, or all of the boundaries of the flap (8) may be pre-cut. The term "perforated region" relates to a portion of the wall panel (6) which includes a number of perforations, especially in a line, which may be divided to thereby allow the flap (8) to open.

The perforated region (16) may be configured to divide in various configurations, and some of these are illustrated in the Figures. For example, the perforated region (16) may be configured to divide along a curved line, as illustrated in Figure 2. Advantageously, if the perforated region (16) divides along a curved line it is believed that this minimises any compromise to the structural integrity of the box (1) when the flap (8) is hingeably opened, as the curved shape limits bending and folding under sideways pressure, which could potentially crush the box (1) and its contents.

In another example, the perforated region (16) may be configured to divide along one or more substantially straight lines. Figure 3 illustrates an example box (1) in which the perforated region (16) is configured to divide along three substantially straight lines.

In various examples, the hinge of the flap (8) may be situated between the perforated region (16) and the nearest edge of the wall panel (6), or the perforated region (16) may be situated between the hinge of the flap (8) and the nearest edge of the wall panel (6). The examples of Figures 2 and 3 illustrate both configurations.
Any perforated regions (16) are especially distanced from junctions of panels in the box (1), for example the junction between wall panel (6) and securing panel (4), so as to not compromise the structural integrity at these locations.

The wall panel (6) may also include two or more flaps (8), especially two flaps (8) that are configured to hingeably open such that when adhesive tape is applied to the securing panels (4) to secure the aperture (2) closed, the tape at least partially traverses the two or more flaps (8).

In one example, the wall panel (6) includes two flaps (8) that are configured to hingeably open, wherein the two flaps (8) share a perforated region (16) that is configured to divide when opening the two flaps (8). In such examples, the two flaps (8) are especially configured to hingeably open parallel to each other. Figures 1 and 4-11 illustrate examples of such configurations.

In these configurations, there may be more than one perforated region (16) where the at least two flaps (8) are located. For example, and as illustrated in Figures 1 and 4-11, there may be three perforated regions (16) that are configured to each divide when hingeably opening the two flaps (8). These examples all include two perforated regions (16a, 16b) that are configured to divide along a curved line, and one perforated region (16c) that is configured to divide along a substantially straight line. In the examples illustrated in Figures 1 and 5-11, the two perforated regions (16a, 16b) together define a convex shape. However, in the example illustrated in Figure 4, the two perforated regions (16a, 16b) together define a concave shape. In other examples, there may be four or more perforated regions (16) where the at least two flaps (8) are located.

When there are two or more perforated regions (16), they may be configured to divide along any combination of curved, jagged, or substantially straight lines.

The box (1) also may be configured so that when a length of adhesive tape (10) is applied to the one or more securing panels (4) to secure the aperture (2) closed, only one end of the
adhesive tape (10) at least partially traverses one or more of the flaps (8). Figures 1-4 and 6 illustrate such configurations. In another example, the box (1) may be configured so that when the adhesive tape (10) is applied to the one or more securing panels (4) to secure the aperture (2) closed, both ends of the adhesive tape (10) at least partially traverse one or more flaps (8), as illustrated in Figure 5, allowing the tape to be removed from either end or both ends.

In another example, the box (1) includes two apertures (2) for packing or unpacking the box (1) and at least two securing panels (4) adapted to operatively secure each aperture (2) closed using adhesive tape (10), and wherein at least one wall panel (6) includes at least two flaps (8) that are configured to hingeably open to thereby assist in removing the adhesive tape (10) from the at least two securing panels (4). An example of this configuration is illustrated in Figure 5.

In a further example, the box (1) includes two apertures (2) for packing or unpacking the box (1) and at least two securing panels (4) adapted to operatively secure each aperture (2) closed using adhesive tape (10), and wherein at least two wall panels (6) each include at least one flap (8) that is configured to hingeably open to thereby assist in removing the adhesive tape (10) from the at least two securing panels (4). Examples of this configuration are illustrated in Figures 1 to 6.

It will be appreciated that the above described arrangements allow the tape to be removed from the securing panels used to secure each of the apertures (2), which in turn allows the box to be returned to a flat pack arrangement, for example to allow a box to be easily stored or transported after use.

The presence of a flap (8) that is configured to hingeably open, especially when the flap (8) opens along a seam or fold in the wall panel (6) (such as when the box (1) is formed from cardboard), results in a number of advantages. In particular, such configurations may only require minimal changes to existing processes for the manufacture of boxes and may not require any additional materials to be incorporated into the existing design. This is especially the case when the box (1) is formed from cardboard. Furthermore, this allows
the flap (8) to be realigned with the wall panel (6), and held in position, for example using tape, allowing the box to be reused.

The box (1) may also include a reinforcer (18) around the flap (8) that hingeably opens, thereby improving the structural integrity of the box (1). The reinforcer (18) may, for example, be in the form of a member positioned on a wall panel (6) so that it abuts one or more perforated regions (16), as shown in Figure 2. In some examples, the reinforcer (18) may be solid or, for example, formed from folded cardboard. The reinforcer (18) may be formed integrally with the remainder of the box (1), or it may be affixed to the remainder of the box (1), for example with staples or adhesive. The reinforcer (18) may assist in maintaining the structural integrity of the box (1), or it may be used to reinforce the wall panel (6) such that when the flap (8) is hingeably opened a hand-hold for lifting the box (1) is provided.

The box (1) may also include adhesive tape (10), and the adhesive tape (10) is especially in contact with at least one securing panel (4) to secure at least one aperture (2) closed. In one example, the adhesive tape (10) traverses at least one of the flaps (8), as illustrated in Figures 8 to 11. In this example, the tape is positioned so that it remains affixed to the wall panel (6) when at least one of the flaps (8) is hingeably opened. This assists to separate the adhesive tape (10) from the wall panel (6), which then allows the user to grasp the separated adhesive tape (10) and pull the adhesive tape (10) from the box (1).

The type of adhesive tape (10) selected for use depends upon the material from which the box (1) is formed. The adhesive tape (10) must bind strongly enough to secure the aperture (2) closed by contacting the at least one securing panel (4), whilst not binding so strongly that the adhesive tape cannot be removed without destroying the box (1). For example, if the box (1) is made from metal a stronger adhesive tape (10) may be used than if, for example, the box (1) is made from cardboard. In one example, the adhesive tape (10) is especially packaging tape or masking tape, although any other suitable tape may be used.
The box (1) may also be formed from various materials, such as metal, plastic or a cellulosic material such as wood, paper or cardboard. In one example, the box (1) is formed from cardboard.

Persons skilled in the art will appreciate that numerous variations and modifications will become apparent. All such variations and modifications which become apparent to persons skilled in the art, should be considered to fall within the spirit and scope that the invention broadly appearing before described.
THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A box for packaging, the box including:
   (i) an aperture for packing or unpacking the box;
   (ii) one or more securing panels adapted to operatively secure the aperture closed using adhesive tape; and
   (iii) a wall panel, wherein a flap of the wall panel is configured to hingeably open to thereby assist in removing the adhesive tape from the one or more securing panels.

2. The box according to claim 1, wherein the wall panel includes a perforated region that is configured to divide when hingeably opening the flap of the wall panel.

3. The box according to claim 2, wherein the perforated region is configured to divide along a curved line.

4. The box according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the wall panel includes two flaps that are configured to hingeably open, wherein the two flaps share a perforated region that is configured to divide when opening the two flaps.

5. The box according to claim 4, wherein the two flaps are configured to hingeably open parallel to each other.

6. The box according to claim 5, wherein the wall panel includes three perforated regions that are configured to each divide when hingeably opening the two flaps, wherein two of the perforated regions are configured to divide along a curved line and one of the perforated regions is configured to divide along a substantially straight line.

7. The box according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the box includes two wall panels which each include at least one flap that is configured to hingeably open.

8. The box according to any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the box includes two apertures for packing or unpacking the box and at least two securing panels adapted to operatively secure each aperture closed using adhesive tape, and wherein at least one wall panel includes at least two flaps that are configured to hingeably open to thereby assist in removing the adhesive tape from the at least two securing panels.
9. The box according to any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the box includes two apertures for packing or unpacking the box and at least two securing panels adapted to operatively secure each aperture closed using adhesive tape, and wherein at least two wall panels each include at least one flap that is configured to hingeably open to thereby assist in removing the adhesive tape from the at least two securing panels.

10. The box according to any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein the box further includes adhesive tape, wherein the adhesive tape is in contact with at least one securing panel to secure at least one aperture closed.

11. The box according to claim 10, wherein the adhesive tape traverses at least one of the flaps of the wall panel that is configured to hingeably open.

12. The box according to any one of claims 1 to 11, wherein the box is formed from cellulosic material.

13. The box according to claim 12, wherein the box is formed from cardboard.

14. A method of removing adhesive tape from a box according to any one of claims 1 to 13, wherein the box includes adhesive tape which is in contact with at least one securing panel to secure at least one aperture closed, and wherein the adhesive tape at least partially traverses a flap of the wall panel that is configured to hingeably open, wherein the method includes:

   (i) hingeably opening the flap of the wall panel, thereby at least partially separating the adhesive tape from the wall panel;

   (ii) grasping the at least partially separated adhesive tape; and

   (iii) pulling the grasped adhesive tape, thereby removing the adhesive tape from the box.
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